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Tshiamiso Mogokonyane
2 months ago


















The staff is very kind.The place is beautiful and easteticaly esthetically pleasing.It has an outdoor area too.


...
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Monnamme Tlotleng
3 months ago


















Nice outdoor chilling place. Good vibes and good people. Wonderful staff and good food and drinks.


...
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Promise Swartbooi
4 months ago


















Wuuuuuh shem...!



The newly rebuild restaurant Issa vibe, we feel like we're in Sandton while we're in maftown.



If you haven't visited the restaurant you should go for it. Then only thing I didn't like are the glasses of cocktails they have been reduced.



It's not for the 1st time it started with the glasses for the Drunken Cow cocktails.



Now it's for the "Fat long Island" 🥹



But the place is the vibe!!!


...
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ÀRÀ Ay
3 year ago


















It was a fun and fine place to be. 😍 There was enough space and cool sections for friends and families to hangout, and the waiters at the restaurant were very nice and helpful in deciding what to have from the menu.


...
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Keke Lekalakala
3 year ago


















The place was packed and there was a shortage of staff, so their services was bad and slow. We ordered the wings and ribs plate, there were no onion rings and the chips/fries were a bit undone. The pool side workers are very kind and helpful.
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Tel +27 (0)18 389 1000/1111

Email: info@mmabathopalms.co.za

Subscribe to our Newsletter
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Tel: +27 (0)18 389 1000/1111  Email: info@mmabathopalms.co.za

Subscribe to our Newsletter






MMABATHO PALMS CASINO IS A PEERMONT RESORT. PEERMONT PROUDLY SUPPORTS RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING

SA: Problem Gambling Toll-Free Help Line 0800 006 008. Players must be 18 years or older. Winners know when to stop.






Disclaimer | Terms of Use | PAIA | SAACI | Responsible Gaming | Promotions Terms & Conditions | Subscribe to Newsletter | B-BBEE Compliance
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